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Abstract. We present the second-order multidimensional staggered grid hydrodynamics resid-
ual distribution (SGH RD) scheme for Lagrangian hydrodynamics. The SGH RD scheme is based
on the staggered finite element discretizations as in [V. A. Dobrev, T. V.Kolev, and R. N. Rieben,
SIAM J. Sci. Comput. 34 (2012), pp. B606–B641]. However, the advantage of the residual formula-
tion over classical FEM approaches consists in the natural mass matrix diagonalization which allows
one to avoid the solution of the linear system with the global sparse mass matrix while retaining
the desired order of accuracy. This is achieved by using Bernstein polynomials as finite element
shape functions and coupling the space discretization with the deferred correction type timestepping
method. Moreover, it can be shown that for the Lagrangian formulation written in nonconservative
form, our RD scheme ensures the exact conservation of the mass, momentum, and total energy.
In this paper, we also discuss construction of numerical viscosity approximations for the SGH RD
scheme, allowing us to reduce the dissipation of the numerical solution. Thanks to the generic formu-
lation of the staggered grid RD scheme, it can be directly applied to both single- and multimaterial
and multiphase models. Finally, we demonstrate computational results obtained with the proposed
RD scheme for several challenging test problems.
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1. Introduction. The present paper extends the results of [8] to the multidi-
mensional case. We are interested in the numerical solution of the Euler equations
in Lagrangian form. It is well known that there are two formulations of the fluid
mechanics equations, depending on whether the formulation is done in a fixed frame
(Eulerian formulation) or a reference frame moving at the fluid speed (Lagrangian
formulation). There is also an intermediate formulation, the arbitrary Eulerian La-
grangian (ALE) formulation, where the reference frame is moving at a speed that is
generally different from the fluid velocity. Each of these formulations has advantages
and drawbacks. The Eulerian one is conceptually the simplest because the reference
frame is not moving; this implies that the computations are performed on a fixed
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grid. The two others are conceptually more complicated because of a moving refer-
ence frame, which means that the grid is moving and the mesh elements are changing
shape, and thus tangling of the elements is possible.
However, a moving reference frame is advantageous for computing shock waves,
slip lines, contact discontinuities, and material interfaces. Usually, slip lines are diffi-
cult to compute because of excessive numerical dissipation, and hence dealing with a
mesh that moves with the flow is a straightforward way to minimize this dissipation
because the slip lines are steady in the Lagrangian frame. This nice property of a rela-
tively simple and efficient way to deal with slip lines has motivated many researchers,
starting from the seminal work of von Neumann and Richtmyer [35], to more recent
works, such as [14, 25, 9, 29, 15, 16, 26, 24].
Most of these works deal with schemes that are formally second-order accurate.
Up to our knowledge, there are many fewer works dealing with (formally) high-order
methods: either they are of discontinuous Galerkin type [32, 33, 34], or they use a
staggered finite element formulation [18] or an ENO/WENO formalism [15]; see also
the recent developments in [11, 12, 19, 13].
In the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) formulation, all variables are associated to
the elements, while in the staggered grid formulation, the approximations of the
thermodynamic variables (such as pressure, specific internal energy, or specific vol-
ume/density) are cell-centered, and thus possibly discontinuous across elements as
in the DG method, while the velocity approximation is node-based; that is, it is de-
scribed by a function that is polynomial in each element and globally continuous in
the whole computational domain. In a way, this is a natural extension of the Wilkins
scheme [36] to a higher order of accuracy.
This paper follows the finite element staggered grid approach of Dobrev, Kolev,
and Rieben [18]. This formulation involves two ingredients. First, the staggered
discretization leads to a global mass matrix that is block diagonal on the thermody-
namic parameters (as in the DG method) and a sparse symmetric mass matrix for
the velocity components (as in the finite element method). Hence, the computations
require the inversion1 of a block diagonal matrix, which is cheap, but also of a sparse
symmetric positive definite matrix, which is more expensive both in terms of CPU
time and memory requirements. In addition, every time mesh refinement or remap-
ping is needed (which is typical for Lagrangian methods), this global matrix needs to
be recomputed. Second, an artificial viscosity technique is applied in order to make
possible the computation of strong discontinuities.
Our method relies on the residual distribution (RD) interpretation of the stag-
gered grid scheme of [18]; however, the artificial viscosity term is introduced differently.
See [5] and references therein for details about the RD scheme for multidimensional
Euler equations. The aims of this paper are the following: (i) extend the method of
[8] to two-dimensional staggered grid formulation, avoiding the inversion of the large
sparse global mass matrix while keeping all the accuracy properties; and (ii) optimize
the artificial viscosity term to provide low dissipation while retaining stability. We
also present the way to ensure the conservation of the total energy, which is done
similarly as in [8, 4].
The structure of this paper is the following. In section 2, we derive the formulation
of the Euler equations in Lagrangian form and then in section 3 recall the staggered
grid formulation for multiple spacial dimensions. Next, in section 4, we recall the RD
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formulation for time-dependent problems. In section 4.2, we explain the diagonaliza-
tion of the global sparse mass matrix without the loss of accuracy: this is obtained by
modifying the timestepping method by applying ideas coming from [28, 3, 8, 5, 4]. In
section 5, we explain how to adapt the RD framework to the equations of Lagrangian
hydrodynamics. In section 6, we show how the conservation of the total energy is
ensured. In section 7, we recall the construction of multidirectional approximate Rie-
mann solution (MARS) artificial viscosity terms from [26, 17] and incorporate them
in the first-order residuals so that the numerical viscosity depends on the direction of
the flow which reduces the overall numerical dissipation. We demonstrate the robust-
ness of the proposed scheme by considering several challenging two-dimensional test
problems in section 8.
2. Governing equations. We consider a fluid domain Ω0 \subset \BbbR 
d, d = 1, 2, 3,
that is deforming in time through the movement of the fluid; the deformed domain is
denoted by Ωt. In what follows, X denotes any point of Ω0, while x denotes any point
of Ωt, the domain obtained from Ω0 under deformation. We assume the existence of
a one-to-one mapping Φ from Ω0 to Ωt such that x = Φ(X, t) \in Ωt for any X \in Ω0.
We will call X the Lagrangian coordinates and x the Eulerian ones. The Lagrangian
description corresponds to the one of an observer moving with the fluid. In particular,
its velocity, which coincides with the fluid velocity, is given by







We also introduce the deformation tensor \BbbJ (Jacobian matrix),
(2) \BbbJ (x, t) = \nabla XΦ(X, t), where x = Φ(X, t).
Hereafter, the notation \nabla X corresponds to the differentiation with respect to La-
grangian coordinates, while \nabla x corresponds to the Eulerian ones.
It is well known that the equations describing the evolution of fluid particles
are consequences of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, as well as
a technical relation, the Reynolds transport theorem. It states that for any scalar























In this relation, the set ωt is the image of any set ω0 \subset Ω0 by Φ; i.e., ωt = Φ(ω0, t),
dσ is the measure on the boundary of ∂ωt, and n is the outward unit normal. The
gradient operator is taken with respect to the Eulerian coordinates.





ρ dx = 0, ωt = Φ(ω0, t),
so that we get, defining J(x, t) = det \BbbJ (x, t),
(4) J(x, t)ρ(x, t) = ρ(X, 0) := ρ0(X).






ρu dx =  - 
\int 
∂ωt
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where τ is the stress tensor.2 Here we have τ =  - p Idd, where the pressure p(x, t) is
a thermodynamic characteristic of a fluid and in the simplest case a function of two
independent thermodynamic parameters, for example the specific energy ε and the
density,
(5) p = p(ρ, ε).
The total energy of a fluid particle is ρe = ρε + 12ρu
2. Using the first principle
of thermodynamics, the variation of energy is the sum of variations of heat and the































dx =  - 
\int 
∂ωt
pu \cdot n dσ.
These integral relations lead to the following formulation of conservation laws in




, x = Φ(X, t),








+ p\nabla x \cdot u = 0,
(6)
where p = p(ρ, ε).
3. Staggered grid formulation. Here we briefly recall the main ideas of the
staggered grid method used in [18]. A semidiscrete approximation of (6) is introduced
such that the velocity field u and coordinate x belong to a kinematic space \scrV \subset \bigl( 
H1(Ω0)
\bigr) d
, where d is the spacial dimension, \scrV has a basis denoted by \{ wi\scrV \} i\scrV \in \scrD \scrV ,
and the set \scrD \scrV is the set of kinematic degrees of freedom (DOFs) with the total
number of DOFs given by #\scrD \scrV = N\scrV . The thermodynamic quantities such as the
internal energy ε and pressure p are discretized in a thermodynamic space \scrE \subset L2(Ω0).
As before, this space is finite dimensional, and its basis is \{ φi\scrE \} i\scrE \in \scrD \scrE . The set \scrD \scrE 
is the set of thermodynamical DOFs with the total number of DOFs #\scrD \scrE = N\scrE . In
the following, the subscript \scrV (resp., \scrE ) refers to kinematic (resp., thermodynamic)
DOFs.
The fluid particle position x is approximated by
(7a) x = Φ(X, t) =
\sum 
i\scrV \in \scrD \scrV 
xi\scrV (t)wi\scrV (X).
The domain at time t is then defined by
Ωt = \{ x \in \BbbR 
d such that there exists X \in Ω0 : x = Φ(X, t)\} ,
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where Φ is given by (7a).
The velocity field is approximated by
(7b) u(x, t) =
\sum 
i\scrV \in \scrD \scrV 
ui\scrV (t)wi\scrV (X),
and the specific internal energy is given by
(7c) ε(x, t) =
\sum 
i\scrE \in \scrD \scrE 
εi\scrE (t)φi\scrE (X).
Considering the weak formulation of (6), we get the following:
1. For the velocity equation, for any i\scrV \in \scrD \scrV , denoting by n the outward point-







wi\scrV dx =  - 
\int 
Ωt
















=  - 
\int 
Ωt







Introducing the vector û with components ui\scrV and F, the force vector given













Thanks to the Reynolds transport theorem (3) and mass conservation, M\scrV 
does not depend on time; see [18] for details. Note that M\scrV is a global,
typically irreducible, sparse symmetric matrix of dimension N\scrV \times N\scrV because
the shape functions of \scrD \scrV are continuous.




















) with entries M\scrE i\scrE j\scrE =
\int 
Ωt
φi\scrE φj\scrE dx is again independent of
time, and W is the right-hand side of (7e). Note that the thermodynamic
mass matrix can be made block-diagonal by considering the shape functions
with local support in K \in Ω0.
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3. The mass satisfies
(7f) det \BbbJ (x, t)ρ(x, t) = ρ0(X),
where ρ0 \in \scrE and the deformation tensor \BbbJ is evaluated according to (7a).




= ui\scrV (xi\scrV , t).
It remains to define the discrete spaces \scrV and \scrE . To do this, we consider a
conformal triangulation of the initial computational domain Ω0 \subset \BbbR 
d, d = 1, 2, 3,
which we shall denote by \scrT h. We denote by K any element of \scrT h and assume for
simplicity that \cup KK = Ω0. The set of boundary faces is denoted by \scrB , and a generic
boundary face is denoted by f ; thus, \cup f\in \scrB f = ∂Ω0. As usual, denoting by \BbbP 
r(K)
the set of polynomials of degree at most r defined on K, we consider two functional
spaces (with integer r \geqslant 1):
\scrV = \{ v \in L2(Ω0)
d \forall K,v| K \in \BbbP 
r(K)d\} \cap C0(Ω0)
and
\scrE = \{ θ \in L2(Ω0) \forall K, θ| K \in \BbbP 
r - 1(K)\} .
The matrix M\scrE is symmetric positive definite block-diagonal, while M\scrV is only
a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix.
The fundamental assumption made here is that the mapping Φ is bijective. In
numerical situations, this can be hard to achieve for long-time simulations, and thus
mesh remapping and recomputation of the matrices M\scrE and M\scrV must be done from
time to time; this issue is, however, outside of the scope of this paper (see [10] for
detailed discussion).
The scheme defined by (7) is linearly stable because of the choices of the test and
trial functions, but only linearly stable. Since we are looking for possibly discontinuous
solutions, one possible approach to ensure stability is to add mechanism of artificial
viscosity [35, 18]. The idea amounts to modifying the stress tensor τ =  - pIdd by
τ =  - pIdd + τ a(x, t), where the term τ a(x, t) specifies the artificial viscosity. We
refer the reader to [18] for details on the construction of τ a(x, t).
It is possible to rewrite the system (6), and in particular the relations (7d) and
(7e), in a slightly different way. Let K be any element of the triangulation \scrT h, and









ΦK\scrE ,i\scrE =  - 
\int 
K
φKi\scrE τ : \nabla xu dx,
where τ̂n is any numerical flux consistent with τ \cdot n; see, e.g., [31].
Using the compactness of the support of the basis functions wi\scrV and φi\scrE , we can










ΦK\scrV ,i\scrV = 0
4Hereafter, we use the notation
\sum 
K\ni i to indicate that the summation is done over all elements
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ΦK\scrE ,i\scrE = 0,


























=  - 
\int 
K
τ : \nabla xu dx+
\int 
K
τ : \nabla xu dx - 
\int 
∂K
τ̂n \cdot u dσ =  - 
\int 
∂K
τ̂n \cdot u dσ.
(8c)
There is no ambiguity in the definition of the last integral in (8c) because u is
continuous across ∂K and the numerical flux τ̂n is well defined.
4. Residual distribution scheme. In this section, we briefly recall the concept
of RD schemes for the following scalar problem in Ω \subset \BbbR d:
∂u
∂t
+\nabla x \cdot f(u) = 0
with the initial condition u(x, 0) = u0(x). For simplicity, we assume that u is a real-
valued function. Again, we consider a triangulation \scrT h of Ω. We want to approximate
u in
Vh = \{ u \in L
2(Ω) for any K \in \scrT h, u| K \in \BbbP 
r\} \cap C0(Ω).





As usual, h represents the maximal diameter of the element of \scrT h. We use the same
notations as before, and here the index i denotes a generic DOF.
4.1. Residual distribution framework for steady problems. We start by
the steady problem,
\nabla x \cdot f(u) = 0,
and omit, for the sake of simplicity, the boundary conditions; see [2] for details. We




ΦKi (u) = 0.







fh \cdot n dσ := ΦK(u).
Here fh \cdot n is an (r+1)th-order approximation of f(u) \cdot n. Given a sequence of meshes
that are shape regular with h\rightarrow 0, one can construct a sequence of solutions. In [7], it
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of it converges in L2(Ω) towards a limit u, and (iii) the residuals are continuous with
respect to u, then the conservation condition guarantees that u is a weak solution of
the problem.
A typical example of such a residual is the Rusanov residual,
ΦK,Rusi (u) =  - 
\int 
K












with NK being the number of DOFs inside an element K and






\nabla uf(u) \cdot \nabla xϕi).
Here ρ(A) is the spectral radius of the matrix A.




cKij (ui  - uj)
with cKji \geqslant 0. It is easy to see that using the Rusanov residual leads to very dissipative
solutions, but the scheme is easily shown to be monotonicity preserving in the scalar
case; see, e.g., [7]. There is a systematic way of improving the accuracy. One can





where uex is the exact solution of the steady problem, u
h
ex is an interpolation of order
k + 1, and d is the dimension of the problem, then the scheme is formally of order
k + 1. It is shown in [7] how to achieve a high order of accuracy while keeping the
monotonicity preserving property. A systematic way of achieving this is to set




where the distribution coefficients βKi (u) are given by














and ΦK is defined by (11). Some refinements exist in order to get an entropy inequal-
ity; see, e.g., [1]. Note that βKi (u) is constant on K.













βKi (u) - ϕi
\bigr) 
\nabla uf
h \cdot \nabla xu dx
=  - 
\int 
K









βKi (u) - ϕi
\bigr) 
\nabla uf
h \cdot \nabla xu dx,
so that from (10) we get
0 =  - 
\int 
Ω











βKi (u) - ϕi
\bigr) 
\nabla uf
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ϕi\nabla x \cdot f
h dx =  - 
\int 
Ω





h(u) \cdot n dσ
due to the compactness of the support of the shape functions ϕi on K \in i.



























h \cdot \nabla xu
\biggr) 
dx.
The formulation (14) can as well be derived from (10) by introducing the “space-
time” residuals (the value of βKi is not relevant at this stage)












The semidiscrete scheme (14) requires an appropriate ODE solver for timestepping.











βKi (u) - ϕi
\bigr) 
ϕj dx.
Unfortunately, this matrix has no special structure, it might not be invertible (so
the problem is not even well posed!), and in any case it is highly nonlinear since
βKi depends on u. A solution to circumvent the problem has been proposed in [28].
The main idea is to keep the spatial structure of the scheme and slightly modify the
temporal one without violating the formal accuracy. A second-order version of the
method is designed in [28], and an extension to a high order is explained in [3]. For the
purposes of this paper and for comparison with [18], we only need the second-order
case.
Hence, the main steps of the RD approach could be summarized as follows (see
also Figure 1, where the approach is illustrated for a linear FEM on triangular ele-
ments):








fh(u) \cdot n dσ.
2. We define a nodal residual ΦKi (u) as the contribution to the fluctuation term
ΦK from a DOF i within the element K, so that the following conservation





The distribution strategy, i.e., how much of the fluctuation term has to be
taken into account on each DOF i \in K, is defined by means of the distribution
coefficients βi:
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where, due to (16), \sum 
i\in K
βKi = 1.
3. The resulting scheme is obtained by collecting all the residual contributions




ΦKi (u) = 0 \forall i \in Ω,






rx · f dx
<latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">AAACL3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQXUmZE0I1QFERwU8FqoalDJpOxwUxmSO6IZZg/cuOvdCOiiFv/wrRWfNQDgZNz7uXee4JUCgOu++RMTE5Nz8yW5srzC4tLy5WV1QuTZJrxJktkolsBNVwKxZsgQPJWqjmNA8kvg5ujgX95y7URiTqHXso7Mb1WIhKMgpX8yjFpdMXVKT7ARCggUsQCjH+KiaKBpH5OYgrdIMrvioKwMIGvf1SQ7fDb9CtVt+YOgceJNyJVNELDr/RJmLAs5gqYpMa0PTeFTk41CCZ5USaZ4SllN/Saty1VNOamkw/vLfCmVUIcJdo+BXio/uzIaWxMLw5s5WBD89cbiP957Qyi/U4uVJoBV+xzUJRJDAkehIdDoTkD2bOEMi3srph1qaYMbMRlG4L39+RxcrFT89yad7ZbrR+O4iihdbSBtpCH9lAdnaAGaiKG7lEfPaMX58F5dF6dt8/SCWfUs4Z+wXn/AJ76qrQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EIBbJ4BOI9+lNbpRbpLAaHCBrWk=">AAACJHicbVDLSsQwFL317fga3boJiuBChtaNbgRBEMHNCI4jTMaSpqkTTNOS3IpD6R+58VfciCjip5h5iM8DF07OuZfce6JcSYu+/+xNTE5Nz8zOzdcWFpeWV+qrixc2KwwXLZ6pzFxGzAoltWihRCUucyNYGinRjm6OBn77VhgrM32O/Vx0U3atZSI5QyeF9WPa7MmrU3JAqNRIlUwl2vCUUM0ixcKSpgx7UVLeVRXlcYaf76SiO/GXGdY3/YY/BPlLgjHZhDGaYf2RxhkvUqGRK2ZtJ/Bz7JbMoORKVDVaWJEzfsOuRcdRzVJhu+Xw3opsOSUmSWZcaSRD9ftEyVJr+2nkOgcb2t/eQPzP6xSY7HdLqfMCheajj5JCEczIIDwSSyM4qr4jjBvpdiW8xwzj6CKuuRCC3yf/JRe7jcBvBGc+zME6bMA2BLAHh3ACTWgBh3t4hBd49R68J+9tFNeEN85tDX7Ae/8AUB+pGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EIBbJ4BOI9+lNbpRbpLAaHCBrWk=">AAACJHicbVDLSsQwFL317fga3boJiuBChtaNbgRBEMHNCI4jTMaSpqkTTNOS3IpD6R+58VfciCjip5h5iM8DF07OuZfce6JcSYu+/+xNTE5Nz8zOzdcWFpeWV+qrixc2KwwXLZ6pzFxGzAoltWihRCUucyNYGinRjm6OBn77VhgrM32O/Vx0U3atZSI5QyeF9WPa7MmrU3JAqNRIlUwl2vCUUM0ixcKSpgx7UVLeVRXlcYaf76SiO/GXGdY3/YY/BPlLgjHZhDGaYf2RxhkvUqGRK2ZtJ/Bz7JbMoORKVDVaWJEzfsOuRcdRzVJhu+Xw3opsOSUmSWZcaSRD9ftEyVJr+2nkOgcb2t/eQPzP6xSY7HdLqfMCheajj5JCEczIIDwSSyM4qr4jjBvpdiW8xwzj6CKuuRCC3yf/JRe7jcBvBGc+zME6bMA2BLAHh3ACTWgBh3t4hBd49R68J+9tFNeEN85tDX7Ae/8AUB+pGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="78EPPHKh7ddXsWO68/5fdjcqF3Y=">AAACL3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei+BCyowb3QiiIIKbCrYKTR0ymUwbmskMyR2xDPNHbvwVNyKKuPUvTB+ith4InJxzL/feE6RSGHDdF2dqemZ2bn5hsbS0vLK6Vl7faJgk04zXWSITfRNQw6VQvA4CJL9JNadxIPl10D3t+9d3XBuRqCvopbwV07YSkWAUrOSXz0itI24v8BEmQgGRIhZg/AtMFA0k9XMSU+gEUX5fFISFCXz/o4LshT+mX664VXcAPEm8EamgEWp++YmECctiroBJakzTc1No5VSDYJIXJZIZnlLWpW3etFTRmJtWPri3wDtWCXGUaPsU4IH6uyOnsTG9OLCV/Q3NuNcX//OaGUSHrVyoNAOu2HBQlEkMCe6Hh0OhOQPZs4QyLeyumHWopgxsxCUbgjd+8iRp7Fc9t+pdupXjk1EcC2gLbaNd5KEDdIzOUQ3VEUMP6Am9ojfn0Xl23p2PYemUM+rZRH/gfH4BnbqqsA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yeZYgv2egZ30nyFhsteprpB/zv8=">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</latexit>
i
<latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit>
j
<latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit>
k
<latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit>
(a) Step 1: Compute fluctuation
i
<latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9jtkmSnVkzQh6f031uh1XGFh3yI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/PfYzt</latexit>
j
<latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ocTLVc574NOAe/DoMycp9A9e/3g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3bbzSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPJ/dxvP6HSPJaPZpqgH9Gh5CFn1FipMe6XK27VXYCsEy8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAmelXqoxoWxCh9i1VNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNSO96s3F/7xuasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JgOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/15XXSuqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhyYwQHiGV3hzxs6L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0QGM7g==</latexit>
k
<latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FN4g9GFe+3ziaTgM0DMwdUeUKp0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipORmUK27VXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqt3kcRTiDc7gED2pQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A0oWM7w==</latexit>
Φ
K
<latexit sha1_base64="MMybLfxYgRbxk6HtXi6nq9LwsFM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF8FLBfsB7VqyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngxnreNyqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DplGppqxBlVC6HRLDBJesYbkVrJ1oRuJQsFY4up76rSemDVfy3o4TFsRkIHnEKbFOanbrQ/5w2ytXvKo3A14mfk4qkKPeK391+4qmMZOWCmJMx/cSG2REW04Fm5S6qWEJoSMyYB1HJYmZCbLZtRN84pQ+jpR2JS2eqb8nMhIbM45D1xkTOzSL3lT8z+ukNroMMi6T1DJJ54uiVGCr8PR13OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0yHRhFoXUMmF4C++vEyaZ1Xfq/p355XaVR5HEY7gGE7BhwuowQ3UoQEUHuEZXuENKfSC3tHHvLWA8plD+AP0+QMwKY7c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MMybLfxYgRbxk6HtXi6nq9LwsFM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF8FLBfsB7VqyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngxnreNyqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DplGppqxBlVC6HRLDBJesYbkVrJ1oRuJQsFY4up76rSemDVfy3o4TFsRkIHnEKbFOanbrQ/5w2ytXvKo3A14mfk4qkKPeK391+4qmMZOWCmJMx/cSG2REW04Fm5S6qWEJoSMyYB1HJYmZCbLZtRN84pQ+jpR2JS2eqb8nMhIbM45D1xkTOzSL3lT8z+ukNroMMi6T1DJJ54uiVGCr8PR13OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0yHRhFoXUMmF4C++vEyaZ1Xfq/p355XaVR5HEY7gGE7BhwuowQ3UoQEUHuEZXuENKfSC3tHHvLWA8plD+AP0+QMwKY7c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MMybLfxYgRbxk6HtXi6nq9LwsFM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF8FLBfsB7VqyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngxnreNyqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DplGppqxBlVC6HRLDBJesYbkVrJ1oRuJQsFY4up76rSemDVfy3o4TFsRkIHnEKbFOanbrQ/5w2ytXvKo3A14mfk4qkKPeK391+4qmMZOWCmJMx/cSG2REW04Fm5S6qWEJoSMyYB1HJYmZCbLZtRN84pQ+jpR2JS2eqb8nMhIbM45D1xkTOzSL3lT8z+ukNroMMi6T1DJJ54uiVGCr8PR13OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0yHRhFoXUMmF4C++vEyaZ1Xfq/p355XaVR5HEY7gGE7BhwuowQ3UoQEUHuEZXuENKfSC3tHHvLWA8plD+AP0+QMwKY7c</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MMybLfxYgRbxk6HtXi6nq9LwsFM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoMeiF8FLBfsB7VqyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngxnreNyqsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DplGppqxBlVC6HRLDBJesYbkVrJ1oRuJQsFY4up76rSemDVfy3o4TFsRkIHnEKbFOanbrQ/5w2ytXvKo3A14mfk4qkKPeK391+4qmMZOWCmJMx/cSG2REW04Fm5S6qWEJoSMyYB1HJYmZCbLZtRN84pQ+jpR2JS2eqb8nMhIbM45D1xkTOzSL3lT8z+ukNroMMi6T1DJJ54uiVGCr8PR13OeaUSvGjhCqubsV0yHRhFoXUMmF4C++vEyaZ1Xfq/p355XaVR5HEY7gGE7BhwuowQ3UoQEUHuEZXuENKfSC3tHHvLWA8plD+AP0+QMwKY7c</latexit>
Φ
K




<latexit sha1_base64="ujJevSAE3kMF1fhtUOO+FmkUaB0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix6EbxUsB/QxrLZTtq1m03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39ho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGVxO/+YRK81jemVGCfkT7koecUWOlVqc24Pc33YduqexW3CnIIvFyUoYctW7pq9OLWRqhNExQrduemxg/o8pwJnBc7KQaE8qGtI9tSyWNUPvZ9N4xObZKj4SxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KAtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpya88DMuk9SgZLNFYSqIicnkedLjCpkRI0soU9zeStiAKsqMjahoQ/DmX14kjdOK51a827Ny9TKPowCHcAQn4ME5VOEaalAHBgKe4RXenEfnxXl3PmatS04+cwB/4Hz+AK9lj7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujJevSAE3kMF1fhtUOO+FmkUaB0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix6EbxUsB/QxrLZTtq1m03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39ho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGVxO/+YRK81jemVGCfkT7koecUWOlVqc24Pc33YduqexW3CnIIvFyUoYctW7pq9OLWRqhNExQrduemxg/o8pwJnBc7KQaE8qGtI9tSyWNUPvZ9N4xObZKj4SxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KAtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpya88DMuk9SgZLNFYSqIicnkedLjCpkRI0soU9zeStiAKsqMjahoQ/DmX14kjdOK51a827Ny9TKPowCHcAQn4ME5VOEaalAHBgKe4RXenEfnxXl3PmatS04+cwB/4Hz+AK9lj7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujJevSAE3kMF1fhtUOO+FmkUaB0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix6EbxUsB/QxrLZTtq1m03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39ho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGVxO/+YRK81jemVGCfkT7koecUWOlVqc24Pc33YduqexW3CnIIvFyUoYctW7pq9OLWRqhNExQrduemxg/o8pwJnBc7KQaE8qGtI9tSyWNUPvZ9N4xObZKj4SxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KAtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpya88DMuk9SgZLNFYSqIicnkedLjCpkRI0soU9zeStiAKsqMjahoQ/DmX14kjdOK51a827Ny9TKPowCHcAQn4ME5VOEaalAHBgKe4RXenEfnxXl3PmatS04+cwB/4Hz+AK9lj7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujJevSAE3kMF1fhtUOO+FmkUaB0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix6EbxUsB/QxrLZTtq1m03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777Swtr6yurRc2iptb2zu7pb39ho5TxbDOYhGrVkA1Ci6xbrgR2EoU0igQ2AyGVxO/+YRK81jemVGCfkT7koecUWOlVqc24Pc33YduqexW3CnIIvFyUoYctW7pq9OLWRqhNExQrduemxg/o8pwJnBc7KQaE8qGtI9tSyWNUPvZ9N4xObZKj4SxsiUNmaq/JzIaaT2KAtsZUTPQ895E/M9rpya88DMuk9SgZLNFYSqIicnkedLjCpkRI0soU9zeStiAKsqMjahoQ/DmX14kjdOK51a827Ny9TKPowCHcAQn4ME5VOEaalAHBgKe4RXenEfnxXl3PmatS04+cwB/4Hz+AK9lj7k=</latexit>
Φ
K
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(b) Step 2: Split distribution
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(c) Step 3: Gather residuals, evolve
Fig. 1. Illustration of the three steps of the RD approach for linear triangular elements.
4.2. Second-order timestepping method. Here we describe the idea of the
modified timestepping from [28]. We start with the description of our timestepping
algorithm based on a second-order Runge–Kutta scheme for an ODE of the form
y\prime + L(y) = 0.
Given an approximate solution yn at time tn, for the calculation of yn+1 we
proceed as follows:
1. Set y(0) = yn.
2. Compute y(1) defined by
y(1)  - y(0)
∆t
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3. Compute y(2) defined by






4. Set yn+1 = y(2).
We see that the generic step in this scheme has the form
δky
∆t
+ \scrL (y(0), y(k)) = 0
with




δky = y(k+1)  - y(0), k = 0, 1.



































































0 if k = 0,
















\bigr) \biggl( \widetilde δku
∆t




















+ \scrL (u(0), u(k))
\biggr) 
dx.
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j , l = 0, k,






Then the idea is to use (10) at each step of the Runge–Kutta method with the residuals
given by
















\bigr) \biggl( \widetilde δku
∆t
+ \scrL (u(0), u(k))
\biggr) 
dx,












where we have introduced the limited space-time residuals







+ \scrL (u(0), u(k))
\biggr) 
dx.
One can easily see that each step of (22) is purely explicit.
One can show that this scheme is second order in time. The key reason for this












see [28, 6] for details.
Remark 4.1. We need that Ci > 0 for any DOF. This might not hold, for example,
for a quadratic Lagrange basis. For this reason, we will use Bernstein elements for
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5. Residual distribution scheme for Lagrangian hydrodynamics. In this
section, we explain how to adapt the previously derived RD framework to the equa-
tions of Lagrangian hydrodynamics. We consider the same functional spaces as in
section 3, namely the kinematic space \scrV and the thermodynamic space \scrE .
In the case of a simplex K \subset \BbbR d, one can consider the barycentric coordinates as-
sociated to the vertices of K and denoted by \{ Λj\} j=1,d+1. By definition, the barycen-
tric coordinates are positive on K and we can consider the Bernstein polynomials of
degree r: define r = i1 + \cdot \cdot \cdot + id+1; then
(24) Bi1,...,id+1 =
r!
i1!, . . . , id+1!
Λi11 , . . . ,Λ
id+1
d+1 .












In the case of quadrilateral/hexahedral elements, there exists a mapping that trans-
forms this element into the unit square/cube. Then we can proceed by tensorization
of segments [0, 1] seen as one-dimensional simplices.
It is left to define the residuals for the equations of the Lagrangian hydrodynam-
ics. Since the PDE on the velocity is written in conservation form, the derivations
presented in the previous section can be directly applied; see also [28] for the multi-
dimensional case. However, we need to introduce some modifications for the thermo-
dynamics. To this end, we first focus on the spatial term, in the spirit of [28, 6]. We
construct a first-order monotone scheme, and using the technique of [6], we design a








p\nabla x \cdot u dx,
where p \in \scrE , u \in \scrV , and p̂n is a consistent numerical flux which depends on the left
and right states at ∂K. Next, the Galerkin residuals are given by










ψi\scrE p\nabla x \cdot u dx.
(26)
From (26), we define the Rusanov residuals
(27) ΦK,Rusi\scrV (u, ε) = Φ
K
i\scrV 







(28) ΨK,Rusi\scrE (u, ε) = Ψ
K
i\scrE 






where αK is an upper bound of the Lagrangian speed of sound ρc on K multiplied
by the measure of ∂K, and NK\scrV (resp., N
K
\scrE ) is the number of DOFs for the velocity
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The temporal discretization is done using the technique developed in the previous
section. We introduce the modified space-time Rusanov residuals for k = 0, 1:






























Finally, the high-order limited residuals are computed similarly to (12) as









where the space-time Rusanov residuals (29) and (30) are used in expressions analo-




































































p(0)\nabla x \cdot u















After applying the mass lumping as in (19) and (20), the mass matrices M\scrV for




















Both matrices are invertible because ϕi\scrV > 0 and ψi\scrE > 0 in the element since
we are using the Bernstein basis. Note that we could have omitted the mass lumping
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By construction, the scheme is conservative for the velocity; however, nothing
is guaranteed for the specific energy. In order to solve this issue, inspired by the
calculations of section 3, and given a set of velocity residuals \{ ΦKi\scrV \} and internal
energy residuals \{ ΨKi\scrE \} , we slightly modify the internal energy evaluation by defining,
together with (31),




where the correction term ri\scrE is chosen to ensure the discrete conservation properties
and will be specified in the following section.
With all the above definitions, the resulting RD scheme is written as follows: for
k = 0, 1,











ΦK,Li\scrV ,ts = 0,



























Note that the discretization (35c) is nothing but a second-order SSP Runge–Kutta
scheme.
6. Discrete conservation. Here we derive the expression for the term ri\scrE to
ensure the local conservation property of the RD scheme (35) and then give some
conditions on the discrete entropy production.
The continuous problem satisfies the following conservation property for the spe-











pu \cdot n dσ = 0.
The numerical scheme has to satisfy a conservation property analogous to (36) at
the discrete level. To achieve this, the thermodynamic residual has been modified
according to (34).
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Since we have only one constraint, we impose in addition that ri\scrE = r for any





























where p̂n is the approximation of the pressure flux pn at the boundary of the element
K.
So far, we have indicated a way to recover local conservation by adding a term to
the internal energy equation. This term depends on the residuals that are themselves
constructed from first-order residuals and in turn depend on the pressure flux, so that
the conservation property is valid for any pressure flux. It is possible to add further
constraints for better conservation properties, and in this section we show how to
impose a local (semidiscrete) entropy inequality. We also state two results that are
behind the construction.
The discrete entropy production is discussed in [8]: note that it is generic and does
not consider the fact of whether the problem is one dimensional or multidimensional.















= \nabla x \cdot u,

























+ p\nabla x \cdot u
\biggr) 
dx \geqslant 0
and try to derive its discrete counterpart.
For the sake of simplicity, we demonstrate the discrete entropy balance conditions
on the first-order version of the scheme (35). Taking the sum over the DOFs of
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+ p\nabla x \cdot u
\Bigr) 
dx \geqslant 0,





We note that the derivation of the entropy condition for a general high-order scheme
is slightly more tedious; however, it leads to exactly the same condition (41) and is
therefore not presented here.
Let us show that the entropy condition (41) holds for the first-order RD scheme.


















































ΨKi\scrE  - αK
\sum 
i\scrE \in K




p̂nu dσ  - 
\int 
K
u \cdot \nabla xp dx - αK
\sum 
i\scrV \in K
| | ui\scrV  - ū| | 
2  - 
\int 
K
p\nabla x \cdot u dx
=  - αK
\sum 
i\scrV \in K




where we have taken into account that
\sum 
i\scrV \in K
ui\scrV (ui\scrV  - ū) =
\sum 
i\scrV \in K




(εi\scrE  - ε̄) = 0.
Therefore, the entropy condition (41) is satisfied with any αK \geqslant 0.
7. Optimization of artificial viscosity. The artificial viscosity coefficient αK
present in the first-order Rusanov residual (27) plays a crucial role in ensuring the
stability of high-order staggered FEM approximation, and it defines the amount of
entropy dissipation as follows from relation (42). Therefore, on one hand, excessively
large values of this coefficient will stabilize the method but, on the other hand, will lead
to excessive numerical diffusion of the solution features. This might be more critical for
problems involving vortical flows since the numerical dissipation will deteriorate the
resolution of the high-order finite elements and prevent the development of physically
correct vortical structures in the numerical solution.
Therefore, in order to reduce the amount of numerical dissipation we adopt a
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17] for the construction of the artificial viscosity term. The idea of a MARS approach
is based on considering a multidirectional Riemann problem at the nodes of the mesh
element and using the solution of this problem for the approximation of forces acting
on every node.
The original artificial viscosity term typically used in RD schemes has the form
(43) σRusa = αK(ui\scrV  - ū),





ui\scrV and αK is an estimate of the largest eigenvalue of the
system and is defined by the shock impedance ρU multiplied by some length scale of
the element, regardless of the direction of the flow and the number of DOF i\scrV \in K.
A MARS approach allows one to put a sensor on the artificial viscosity term so that
a different amount is added at different DOFs inside the cell K.
The MARS artificial viscosity term will be defined as
(44) σMARSa = α
i\scrV 
K (ui\scrV  - ũ),
where αi\scrV K = (ρU)i\scrV | ei\scrV \cdot ni\scrV | and ũ =
\sum 
i\scrV \in K
αi\scrV K ui\scrV /
\sum 
i\scrV \in K
αi\scrV K . The variable ũ in
(44) is different from ū in (43), and it is derived from the conservation requirement\sum 
i\scrV \in K
αi\scrV K (ui\scrV  - ũ) = 0; note that ũ = ū when α
i\scrV 
K = αK for all i\scrV .
Using σMARSa , the entropy balance (42) becomes
\sum 
i\scrE \in K
ri\scrE =  - 
\sum 
i\scrV \in K
αi\scrV K | | ui\scrV  - ũ| | 
2
\leqslant 0,
and one has to define αi\scrV K such that
\sum 
i\scrV \in K





| | ui\scrV  - ū| | 
2.
The vector ei\scrV is a unit vector which approximates the direction of the shock,
and the vector ni\scrV must be analogous to the surface area normal vector introduced in
[26, 17]. We note that there is a certain flexibility in the definition of these two vectors,
and it can be adapted to better suit the peculiarities of the considered problem. For
example, in our simulations we have defined ni\scrV =
\int 
K
\nabla ϕi\scrV dx. Since numerical
instabilities occur mostly at the shocks and contacts, it is essential to introduce a
sufficient amount of numerical viscosity around these discontinuities. To reduce the
overall dissipation of the method while maintaining stability, it is desirable to apply
the maximal numerical viscosity in the direction of maximal compression while keeping
it low in other directions. In [17], this direction is chosen as ei\scrV =
ui\scrV 
 - ū
\| ui\scrV  - ū\| 
; however,
other choices are possible. For example, we set ei\scrV =
ui\scrV 
\| ui\scrV \| 
for the Sedov and Noh
problems since these problems have radial symmetry and therefore the direction of
maximal compression is aligned with the velocity. Finally, the impedance (ρU)i\scrV is
calculated as (ρU)i\scrV = ρ(c+s| | ∆u| | ), where ρ and c can be estimated as the maximum
of density and sound speed over the cell, ∆u = ui\scrV  - ū and s =
γ+1
2 .
At this point we would like to highlight the differences between the artificial
viscosity approach in [18, 26, 17] and the one proposed here. The main difference
consists in ways to achieve a high order of accuracy: thus, in [26, 17], a modification
to (44) would be needed in order to transition from first to higher orders. Contrary
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sufficient in order to achieve a high order. This is because the first-order Rusanov
residuals are used to calculate the distribution coefficients βKi according to (13), but
the high-order residuals are defined as distributions of the total residual, as stated by
(15) and (17), and hence the order of approximation can be preserved.
The viscosity term in (28) is modified in a similar way.
8. Numerical results. In this section, we apply the multidimensional stag-
gered grid hydrodynamics (SGH) RD scheme to several well-known test problems
in Lagrangian hydrodynamics to assess its robustness and accuracy. We perform the
simulations using the second-order SGH RD scheme, which is based on quadratic Bern-
stein shape functions for the approximation of kinematic variables and piecewise-linear
shape functions for the thermodynamic variables, and the second-order timestepping
algorithm described in section 4.2. Finally, unless stated otherwise, we use the MARS
artificial viscosity from section 7.
8.1. Taylor–Green vortex. The Taylor–Green vortex problem is typically used
for the assessment of the accuracy of the Lagrangian solvers [18]. The purpose of this
test case is to verify the ability of the fully discrete methods to obtain high-order
convergence in time and space on a moving mesh with nontrivial deformation for the
case of a smooth problem. Here we consider a simple, steady state solution to the
two-dimensional incompressible, inviscid Navier–Stokes equations, given by the initial
conditions








We can extend this incompressible solution to the compressible case with an ideal
gas equation of state and constant adiabatic index γ = 5/3 by using a manufactured
solution, meaning that we assume these initial conditions are steady state solutions
to the Euler equations; then we solve for the resulting source terms and use these
to drive the time-dependent simulation. The flow is incompressible (\nabla \cdot u = 0), so
the density field is constant in space and time and we use ρ \equiv 1. It is easy to check
that ρdu
dt
= \nabla p, so the external body force is zero. In the energy equation, using










(cos(3πx) cos(πy) - cos(πx) cos(3πy)).
This procedure allows us to run the time-dependent problem to some point in
time and then perform normed error analysis on the final computational mesh using
the exact solutions for u and p. The computational domain is a unit box with wall
boundary conditions on all surfaces (u \cdot n = 0). Note that for this manufactured
solution all fields are steady state, i.e., they are independent of time; however, they
do vary along particle trajectories and with respect to the computational mesh as it
moves. We run the problem until T = 1.25. Since this problem is smooth, we can run
it without any artificial viscosity (i.e., we set the artificial viscosity of the Rusanov
or MARS scheme to 0). We perform the error analysis on the solution at T = 0.5
and compute the convergence rates. Furthermore, we repeated this convergence test
using the RD scheme with Rusanov and MARS viscosities. The convergence rates for
one velocity component are listed in the table below for Rusanov and MARS artificial
viscosities. The convergence rates for the RD scheme without viscosity are given in
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Mesh Conv. rates Rusanov Conv. rates MARS Conv. rates w/o viscosity
4\times 4 - -
8\times 8 1.54 1.53 1.59
16\times 16 1.85 1.87 1.81
32\times 32 1.86 1.87 1.72
64\times 64 1.55 1.61 1.98
In Figure 2, we show the plots of the curvilinear mesh at times t = 0.5, t = 1.0,
and t = 1.25, and we compare the numerical (upper row) solution with the exact one
(lower row). In Figure 3, we plot the errors of the velocity components in the L1
norm versus the mesh resolution.
t = 0.5 t = 1.0 t = 1.25
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8.2. Gresho vortex. The Gresho problem [20, 23] is a rotating vortex problem
independent of time. Angular velocity depends only on radius, and the centrifugal












5 + 252 r
2, 0 \leqslant r < 0.2,
9 - 4 ln 0.2 + 252 r
2  - 20r + 4 ln r, 0.2 \leqslant r < 0.4,
3 + 4 ln 2, 0.4 \leqslant r.
The radial velocity is 0, and the density is 1 everywhere.
The Gresho problem is an interesting validation test case to assess the robustness
and the accuracy of a Lagrangian scheme. The vorticity leads to a strong mesh
deformation which can cause some problems, such as negative Jacobian determinants
or negative densities. We compute the solution to this problem on a rectangle [0, 1]\times 
[0, 1] until time T = 0.65 on a 16\times 16 grid using the second-order SGH RD scheme.
The initial and final grids are shown in Figure 4. We observe that our scheme is able
to evolve the vortex robustly until the mesh becomes strongly tangled.
Fig. 4. Gresho vortex, numerical solution, mesh at t = 0.65.
8.3. Sedov problem. Next, we consider the Sedov problem for a point-blast in
a uniform medium. An exact solution based on self-similarity arguments is available;
see, e.g., [21, 30]. This test problem provides a good assessment of the robustness of
numerical schemes for strong shocks as well as the ability of the scheme to preserve
cylindrical symmetry.
The Sedov problem consists of an ideal gas with γ = 1.4 and a delta source of
internal energy imposed at the origin such that the total energy is equal to 1. The
initial data is ρ0 = 1, u0 = v0 = 0, p0 = 10
 - 6. At the origin, the pressure is set to
p0 =
(γ  - 1)ρ0εS
Vor
,
where Vor is the volume of the cell containing the origin and εS = 0.244816, as
suggested in [21]. The solution consists of a diverging infinite strength shock wave
whose front is located at radius r = 1 at time T = 1, with a peak density reaching 6.
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viscosity on a 16\times 16 Cartesian grid in the domain [0, 1.2]\times [0, 1.2]. The results are
shown in Figure 5. At the end of the computation, the shock wave front is correctly
located and is symmetric. The density peak reaches 4.908 with MARS viscosity, which
we consider to be a very good approximation on such a coarse grid. Next, we run the
same test case on a finer grid consisting of 32\times 32 cells; the corresponding results are
presented in Figure 6. Note that the peak density value 5.459 becomes closer to the
exact value by mesh refinement.
These results demonstrate the robustness and the accuracy of our scheme.
Fig. 5. Sedov problem, 16× 16 mesh, density at t = 1.0.
Fig. 6. Sedov problem, 32× 32 mesh, density at t = 1.0.
8.4. Noh problem. The Noh problem [27] is a well-known test case used to
validate Lagrangian schemes in the regime of infinite strength shock wave. The prob-
lem consists of an ideal gas with γ = 5/3, initial density ρ0 = 1, and initial energy
ε0 = 0. The value of each velocity DOF is initialized to a radial vector pointing toward
the origin, u = r/\| r\| . The initial velocity generates a stagnation shock wave that
propagates radially outward and produces a peak postshock density of ρ = 16. The
initial computational domain is defined by [0, 1]\times [0, 1]. We run the Noh problem on a
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configuration leads to a severe test case since the mesh is not aligned with the flow.
In Figure 7, we show plots of the density field at the final time of t = 0.6 as well as
scatter plots of density versus radius. We note that we have a very smooth and cylin-
drical solution, and that the shock is located at a circle whose radius is approximately
0.2. We see that the numerical solution is very close to the one-dimensional analytical
solution, and the numerical postshock density is not too far from the analytical value.
This shows the ability of our scheme to preserve the radial symmetry of the flow.
Fig. 7. Noh problem, 50 × 50 mesh, density contour (top), density scatter (bottom left), and
pressure scatter (bottow right) at t = 0.6.
8.5. Triple point problem. The triple point problem is used to assess the
robustness of a Lagrangian method on a problem that has significant vorticity [22].
The initial conditions are three regions of a gamma-law gas, where each region has
different initial conditions. One region has a high pressure that drives a shock through
two connected regions, and a vortex develops at the triple point where three regions
connect. In this study, every region uses a gamma of 1.4. Figure 8 shows the initial
conditions, and Figure 9 shows the results at 3.0µs. The mesh remained stable despite
large deformation, and calculation will continue to run well beyond 5µs. The triple
point problem illustrates that the SGH RD method can be used on problems with
significant mesh deformation. To demonstrate the effect of viscosity optimization, we
run this problem using both σRusa and σ
MARS
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Fig. 8. The initial mesh for the triple point problem is shown above. The initial conditions are
as follows: The left region (red) is ρ = 1.0 and e = 2.0, the top-right region (pink) is ρ = 0.125 and
e = 1.6, and the bottom-right region (purple) is ρ = 1.0 and e = 0.25. Color is available online only.
σRusa , 1st order σ
MARS
a , 1st order
σRusa , 2nd order σ
MARS
a , 2nd order
Fig. 9. Triple point problem, 24× 56 mesh, density at t = 3.0.
9. Conclusions. In this paper, we have extended a residual distribution (RD)
scheme for the Lagrangian hydrodynamics to multiple space dimensions and pro-
posed an efficient way to construct artificial viscosity terms. We have developed an
efficient mass matrix diagonalization algorithm which relies on the modification of the
timestepping scheme and gives rise to an explicit high-order accurate scheme. The
two-dimensional numerical tests considered in this paper show the robustness of the
method for problems involving very strong shock waves or vortical flows.
Further research includes the extension of the present method to a higher order
in space and time. We also plan to extend the method to solids.
Appendix A. Justification of (37). The timestepping method writes as (35)
(if we forget about the mesh movement):











ΦK,Li\scrV ,ts = 0,











ΨK,ci\scrE ,ts = 0.
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requirements, that provided a conservation relation at the level of the element is
satisfied, if the sequence of approximate solutions converges to a limit in some Lp
space, then it is a weak solution of the discretized hyperbolic system. The proof
uses the fact that in each mesh element, the solution is approximated by a function
from a finite-dimensional approximation space. It can easily be extended to unsteady
problems, and in that case, the total residual has a time increment component and a
spatial term. If we were integrating the conservative system
∂u
∂t
+ div f(u) = 0,
































div f(u) dx dt.
It turns out that we can be quite flexible in the approximation of Φt, provided it
remains the difference between a term evaluated at tn+1 and a term evaluated at
tn, but we must be very careful in the definition of the spatial term: all this is very
similar to what happens for the classical Lax–Wendroff theorem. In addition, the




ul+1  - ul
\bigr) 
dx
with l = 0, 1, and the space increment also contains a time increment between the
iterations 0 and l. However, this does not change anything fundamentally.
In our case, despite the staggered nature of the grid, we can define a specific
energy on the element K: we have a specific internal energy function εh defined on





























However, doing this, it is very complicated to estimate this quantity. Since we can
be flexible, if we keep the incremental structure, we can approximate the variation of
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C\scrV ,Ki\scrV ũi\scrV \cdot 
\biggl( 



























C\scrV ,Kiε ũi\scrV \cdot 
\biggl( 






































el+1  - el
\bigr) 




el  - e0
\bigr) 
dx similarly for




















which leads to (37).
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